The Vietnam War: an intimate history / Geoffrey C. Ward
BPL New Arrivals 959.7043 .W2122v

H̊ué 1968: a turning point of the American war in Vietnam / Mark Bowden
BPL New Arrivals 959.7043 .B672h

The odyssey of Echo Company: the 1968 Tet Offensive and the epic battle to survive the Vietnam War / Doug Stanton
BPL New Arrivals 959.70434 .S792o

Classic Titles:

Chickenhawk / Robert Mason  BPL
BPL New Arrivals 959.704 .M3797c

Rumor of War/ Phillip Caputo BPL
BPL New Arrivals 959.704 .C175r
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VIETNAM

When heaven and earth changed places: a Vietnamese woman's journey from war to peace / Le Ly Hayslip with Jay Wurts
BPL stacks B.H3346Hw

We were soldiers once-and young: Ia Drang, the battle that changed the war in Vietnam / Harold G. Moore and Joseph L. Galloway
BPL Stacks 959.704 .M783w (in repair)

FICTION

The sorrow of war: a novel of North Vietnam / Bao Ninh ; translated from the Vietnamese by Phan Thanh Hao
BPL Stacks B2255 .s

The things they carried: a work of fiction / by Tim O'Brien
BPL Fiction Cellar O14432.t
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WWII

The Jersey brothers: a missing naval officer in the Pacific and his family's quest to bring him home / Sally Mott Freeman
BPL New Arrivals 940.5472 .F878j

The last fighter pilot: the true story of the final combat mission of World War II / Don Brown ; with Captain Jerry Yellin
BPL New Arrivals 940.5421 .B8124l

The unwomanly face of war: an oral history of women in World War II / Svetlana Alexievich  (author Nobel Prize Literature)
BPL New Arrivals 940.5347 .A384u

BPL New Arrivals 652.8.F138w

Code girls: the untold story of the American women code breakers of World War II / Liza Mundy
BPL New Arrivals 940.5486 .M923c
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WWII

Alone: Britain, Churchill, and Dunkirk: defeat into victory / Michael Korda
BPL New Arrivals 940.5421 .K8415a

Sons and soldiers: the untold story of the Jews who escaped the Nazis and returned with the U.S. Army to fight Hitler / Bruce Henderson
BPL New Arrivals 940.5315 .H3835s

Teen interviews with WWII vets
https://m.youtube.com/channel/UCRikw4uCjS8ck3O9Mj-N35Q
Back over there: one American time-traveler, 100 years since the Great War, 500 miles of battle- scarred French countryside, and too many trenches, shells, legends and ghosts to count / Richard Rubin
BPL New Arrivals 940.4144 .R824b

The last of the doughboys: the forgotten generation and their forgotten world war / Richard Rubin
BPL Stacks BATTLES 940.41273 .R8244l

The Hello Girls: America's first women soldiers / Elizabeth Cobbs
BPL New Arrivals 940.41273 .C637h

The great rescue: American heroes, an iconic ship, and the race to save Europe in WWI / Peter Hernon
BPL New Arrivals 940.459 .H431g